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The Ultimate Online Casino List: Reviews, Ratings & Rewards. This casino list includes only the creme

de la creme – the most popular online casinos of October! In order to get a spot here, a casino truly
needs to make an impression and offer a wide range of services to players around the world. We. Get

Free Spins, Find All Bonuses, Try Mobile Casinos or Just Pay N Play! Game of the Month. Voodoo Hex.
Perfect Slot for Halloween! Voodoo Hex is probably one of the most innovative online slots we’ve

reviewed in a while. It’s not everyday when players (and us) ar. Play Here: News & Promotions. New
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Casinos 2022. There are dozens of new online casinos appearing every month and our casino list wants
to make sure you find the best of them. That’s why we review carefully each new gambling site and give it

a rating in a scale of 1-10. You can immedia. Welcome Bonuses. As many players know, a welcome
bonus is definitely the icing on a casino cake. Like the name suggests, it is an offer given to new players
as a treat when they join a new online casino. A welcome bonus is often the best offer that a cas. Best
Casino List – All Casinos Under One Roof. The ultimate online casino list has set a humble goal. We

wish to review all the best, popular and new online casinos to introduce them to readers with the tastiest
casino bonuses and free spins. Our site has hundreds of different brands on display and all of them have
been organized into different casino listings so that you can find the perfect place for you. The industry is
filled with various brands that cater for different types of players. So the first step for you is to recognize

what kind of a player are you. Do you like new casinos or prefer prestigious older brands? Are you
searching for a massive casino bonus or prefer no deposit bonuses? Do you enjoy using classic

payment methods such as Visa and MasterCard or wish to make transfers via mobile device? Options
are basically limitless! That’s where we step in. Casino List site is filled with detailed and objective

casino reviews that cover all the information you might need. Each brand is rated between 1-10 and the
reviews feature feedback from other users. There are also clear instructions about how the welcome

bonus works. Like our name suggests, we absolutely love lists. We are obsessed with them. And that’s
why you’ll always find the best casino lists here. Whether you are looking for recently launched casinos,
live casinos, Canadian casinos, best casinos or Pay N Play casinos – we got you covered. Same goes
for the bonuses – whatever you wish for, you’ll find it probably here from our casino list. All casinos listed.
All the time. How Do I Get Started on an Online Casino? Playing at an online casino is very simple and
safe. Each casino is a little bit different but the basic principle stays the same no matter which site you
choose. If you are playing for the first time or just want to refresh your memory, check out our guide on

how to start playing at an online casino. You will find specific welcome bonus related instructions on our
detailed casino reviews. Total Time: 5 minutes. Estimated Cost: $25. How to Choose the Right Casino?
With over 2,000 different casinos currently operating, choosing the perfect one can feel like a daunting

task. But there are a lot of different things that can help players find their favorite gaming site. First of all,
review sites like us have tons of knowledge of the industry and different companies. Also we are trying

our best to introduce all the best options in different categories on our casino list. All this so that you, the
players, don’t have to waste your time on sites that don’t offer services you require. You need to ask

yourself, what are you looking for in an online casino? If you want to try out huge amounts of slots, play
jackpot games and enjoy the live tables at a live casino, you should focus on brands with a wide gaming

selection. Just make sure that the casino has providers like NetEnt, Yggdrasil, Microgaming and
Evolution Gaming who are offering hundreds of games that have become the players’ favorites. If you

don’t like to have many accounts on different casinos and instead want to focus on a really good one, you
should check the loyalty programs. Sites that offer prizes when you level up, give cashbacks, have VIP

programs and send out exclusive promotions are rewarding for loyal customers. On the other hand
bonus hunters who like to jump around and chase offers only need to focus on the best possible deals

out there. Casino List: Review Criteria. We believe in transparency and therefore we’d like to guide you
through our rating process and criteria. Our reviews are one of the toughest out there and we only accept

brands to our site that have gone through a thorough quality check. Magnificent (10): The casino has a
respectable license, it caters to players from various countries, offers at least 3,000 games and comes

with a big welcome bonus (with fair terms). Money transfers are fast and withdrawal limits are high.
Brilliant (9): Same features as below but the game selection is a bit smaller. We expect to see plenty of
choice for payments, a 24/7 customer service and weekly campaigns. Very Good (8) : At least a 100%
match-up bonus for first deposit and over 1,000 slots + good live casino. Accepts players from all major
markets and has occasional casino promotions. Good (7): The casino is licensed. Standard payment
methods like Visa and Mastercard are available, direct bank transfer and e-wallets for payments and

over 1,000 games. We do not add casinos that have 7 or lower grade to our online casino lists.
Inadequate (6) : Broad country restrictions, no welcome bonus or extremely bad terms, less than 1,000
games and no big providers. Low withdrawal limits. These casinos will never appear on our casino list.

Poor (4-5): No gaming license, unsafe or unreliable gaming site. We will actively warn players about
these blacklisted casinos on our site. Are Online Casinos Safe? Yes, generally speaking online casinos
are very safe. There might be some rotten eggs in the mix but they are easy to spot a mile away. What

you need to know is: online casino industry is highly regulated, meaning all licensed casinos are
constantly under review by the authorities. So you don’t need to worry about anything as long as you play



at an authorized site. All brands appearing on our casino list operate under a gaming license. Acquiring
the license is a long and expensive process where gaming authorities go through the finances, practices

and reliability of the company that is applying for the remote gambling permit. Only after this thorough
verification the license will be approved and even after that they will keep an eye on all operators like
Sauron in the Middle Earth. The most known gaming authorities are currently the MGA, UK Gambling
Commission, Curacao Gaming and EMTA. Online casinos also need to follow certain guidelines to

prevent e.g. gambling addiction, underage gambling and money laundering. So gaming providers don’t
live in the Wild West. If you ever run into any trouble, you can contact gaming authorities directly and they

will assist you further thanks to several dispute procedures. All transactions are processed via well-
known payment services such as Visa, Mastercard, Interac, Skrill or Neteller. These services are used
by billions of people around the world daily. It is not just casinos that need to follow specific guidelines.
Gaming providers also need to apply for a license and consent to regular checks. All slots use RNG

(Randon Number Generator) that always guarantees a completely coincidental result on each spin. So
don’t worry, you can safely pick a site from our online casino list and enjoy thousands of audited real
money casino games. FAQ: Online Casino List. How to Pick the Best Site on Our Casino List? First,
determine what kind of casino you are looking for and what kind of services you require. After that, just
check our online casino list and pick the one that interests you the most. All our casinos are throughly

reviewed and vetted by our experience team members. Why Should I Play at an Online Casino? You will
be able to enjoy thousands of different games from slots to bingo and from live tables to scratch cards at
home. Online casinos also offer players interesting bonuses and other rewards. Can I Play at an Online
Casino in My Country? List.Casino is a global site and we offer our expertise to players all around the
world. All jurisdictions have their own rules and regulations but most of them allow online gaming. E.g.
Canada, New Zealand, Australia, India and South Africa all have very good online casinos. Check the

current situation with your local authorities. Do You Have a US Online Casino List? Currently the United
States only allows online casinos with fake money but the situation is about to change. We will keep our

eyes open and add a dedicated USA online casino list as soon as this becomes available. What
Currencies Gambling Sites Offer? Online casinos accept dozens of different currencies so you never

have to spend any extra money on exchange rates. Casinos accept CAD, NZD, ZAR, USD, EUR, GBP,
INR and crypto currencies like Bitcoin.
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